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About This Game

The year is 2023, once a prosperous city Istanbul is fallen. Nobody knows how a science experiment has become a deadly
disaster because there is nobody left to think. The city is full of mindless monsters killing everything they come across and

roaming the city once we call “our home”. You, somehow, have survived the disaster and built yourself a shelter. You think that
you are the only “living” thing in the city and call yourself “The Last One”.

One day you see strange marks near your shelter that you have never seen before. You will leave everything behind and search
who made those marks for a chance to find someone “alive” like you.

Single Player

Search the city Istanbul for a chance to find humans like you. Experience a fully detailed city, search for cure and find what has
gone wrong with the science experiment. Uncover the secrets behind zombies and find who or what controls them.

Multiplayer

Play the first times of the disaster, select a team between the military and the rebels. Control the city Istanbul before someone
else. Take Istanbul back!

Wave Mode

Fight with zombies and the military forces in Istanbul’s famous places and landmarks. Survive the round, buy new weapons,
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traps and equipments to survive the next round. Rounds get harder as you earn new perks.

Key Features

Fully Detailed City.

Up to 4k Texture Quality.

Highly Detailed Maps.

An Episodic and Complex story.

Customizable Weapons, Upgradeable Equipments.

Level System With Well Balanced Perks.

Explore the famous places of the city Istanbul and witness their fall.

Select a team between Rebels and Military and reclaim Istanbul.
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Title: The Last One
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Phoenix Interactive Studio
Publisher:
Phoenix Interactive Studio
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64 bit)

Processor: 2 GHZ Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 9 GB available space

English,Turkish,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Italian
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Horrible game. Released Way to early for EA. This game is full of bugs and is clearly unfinished and the lone developer isn't
releasing updates. The game is dead. Don't buy it.
It is also make with off the shelf assets. This is crearly a cash grab.
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